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How to Let God Help You

Chapter 11 – Meeting the Cloven Hoof

Cloven Hoof – representative of bad things – evil – satan - devil

From Hebrew Law – what to eat and not eat

From Greek god - Pan
There is no hell mentioned in the Greek New Testament.

Gehenna or Valley of Hinnom: a garbage dump outside Jerusalem

Or Hades: a grave
“The devil is a state of consciousness adverse to the divine good.”

“hell represents a corrective state of mind”

“evil – that which is not of God”

Charles Fillmore
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Chapter 11 – Meeting the Cloven Hoof

When this negative stuff shows up – our lessons – “Count it all Joy”

Know that’s it time to do the work – cleaning the “wineskin”
Know that we need to:

1) Stop believing in the false and the necessity for them
2) Make up your mind that you will not stand for them
3) Watch your thoughts, attitudes & actions
Myrtle says:

“As you really understand God, you will learn to drop all thought and feeling of anything contrary to good. God is the One Presence and the One Power – the Good omnipotent.”
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Chapter 11 – Meeting the Cloven Hoof

What to do with the people who trigger us?

“I Praise and Raise you in the Power of Divine Love”
What is your level of contentment with your life?

10 – Total contentment

0 – not at all
“As we increase our dependence on Source – our level of contentment rises”
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Chapter 12 – Contentment

As we find the all-providing Divine Love within our soul –

We become a magnet to all Good.
WE KNOW THAT

ALL THINGS WORK TOGETHER FOR GOOD TO THOSE THAT LOVE GOD

ROMANS EIGHT TWENTY EIGHT
Chapter 13 – The CHRIST Spirit

The same Spirit that was in Jesus is in you and me – every child of God

Plato – “the home of the soul”
Jesus Christ – “The kingdom of heaven”
“Let this mind be in YOU, which is also in Christ Jesus.”

— Philippians 2:5
And Jesus came and spake unto them, saying, All power is given unto me in heaven and in earth.

Matthew 28:18
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Chapter 14 – Spiritual Understanding

The world lacks spiritual understanding; this includes New Thought and Unity.
“Spiritual understanding is the quickening of the Spirit within”

“There are two ways of getting understanding. One is by following the guidance of Spirit that dwells within, and the other is to go blindly ahead and learn by hard experience.”
How do you know if someone has Spiritual Understanding?

Signs follow anyone who has Spiritual Understanding
17 And these signs shall follow them that believe; In my name shall they cast out devils; they shall speak with new tongues;

18 They shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover. - Mark 16:17-18
“Keep the Holy Spirit as your LIGHT”
“The Holy Spirit is the activity of God-Mind in your consciousness”
“The Holy Spirit of Jesus Christ has sown in us the seeds of Light, Health and Prosperity, seeds of the Father’s creating.”
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Chapter 15 – The Secret Place of Spirit

Where is it?

How do we get there?
Be still, and know that I am God.
Psalm 46:10 (New International Version)
pray to thy Father which is in secret; and thy Father which seeth in secret shall reward thee openly.
Why is it important to get there?
“He that dwelleth in the secret place of the most High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.”

Psalms 91:1 (KJV)
Mama Myrtle's Affirmation:

“God’s perfect idea in me is now building a perfect body, and I am satisfied.”
Mama Myrtle's Affirmation:

“I am willing to sacrifice the pleasures of sense that I may enter into the joys of Spirit.”
This week’s *HomePlay*

Take 5 minutes every morning – Breathe deeply - Get centered

Take your - *Selah*

“Jehovah-rapha or YAHWEH-rapha,

“God is health”

Super charge – 3 times per day
Let’s go to the Silence
Doers of the Word
Let's Pray!
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